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SEASON 34 ♔ CHOICE

Dear BLUEBARNers,

The BLUEBARN has never shied away from difficult decisions or challenging questions. As we considered our upcoming season, we found ourselves reflecting upon the very nature of the word itself: choice.

It is a word with resonance and implications beyond political and social contexts. A word with endless elasticity. Much like BLUEBARN itself.

Choice can mean so many things. Excellent. Worthy. Carefully Selected.

Those words describe what BLUEBARN has brought to you for 33 years. That will not change in our upcoming 34th season. We will continue our choice pursuit. We will explore uniquely American legends. We will bring you big laughs and pulsing rhythms. We will invite you to join us in a deep dive into the U.S. Constitution.

You know. The one that belongs to all of us.

With each day that passes, we are ever more clear about our choice to make theatre. And we are ever more grateful for your choice to step into the worlds that we bring before you.

We hope you’ll choose to join us again for our 2022/23 season.

It will be Choice!

Susan Clement
Producing Artistic Director
DONATE TODAY!
Please consider supporting the BLUEBARN with a donation. Your gift will help professional theatre thrive in Omaha and support the heart of our mission: to provoke thought, emotion, action, and change.

WAYS TO GIVE
● Look for our Giving DipJar in the Lobby and Dip to Donate! Simply dip your credit card for a fun and fast way to give.

   ● Give Online: bluebarn.org/donate
   ● Call Us Directly: 402.345.1576 x6
   ● Drop Your Gift in the Mail: 1106 S 10th St Omaha, NE 68108

1989 2022
BLUEBARN THEATRE
NEW YORK BORN - OMAHA RAISED
DIRECTOR’S NOTES

Washington Irving's most well known and best loved tale of an itinerant schoolteacher assigned to a superstitious small community in rural New York state at the end of the 18th century has had countless tellings through film and theatre. When Ben Beck and I embarked on our own adaptation we knew we would need to create something with its own distinctive style! We had already found and cast a daring and brilliant ensemble of performers having them read from of an earlier adaptation of Ben's for their auditions, now the task of making our new version of the play was at hand. It was a great honor to be able to work with Irving's text - what a world he created in his deep and luminous tale! The mystery and darkness of the story- the murky and strange Colonial-era lore, the belief in demons and witches, the menace of the Headless Horseman - are highly effective, but conversely there is much in the story that is bright and inviting – the beauty of the natural world, the warmth and generosity of community, the joy and creativity of storytelling, the celebration of the harvest season – plenty of light to contrast with the darkness. We hope that we have done justice to Irving's dark and light - his mystery and suspense, his absurd and wonderful comedy, his observations of community life, and that delightful dread we all feel at a spooky tale well-told.

-Jill Anderson

WELCOME FROM THE BOARD PRESIDENT

Greetings BLUEBARNers!

Welcome back to another season at the BLUEBARN!

We are just coming off our inaugural "Big Damn Door Festival," an event that showcased the work of a number of bright and talented artists in our continuing focus on the creation of new works and the critical need to focus on equity, inclusion, and the reduction of social and economic inequities in our society. We sincerely thank all involved for bringing their work to our stage - hopefully it was an impactful and rewarding experience for all who participated, and was definitely an important milestone for the BLUEBARN.

And now, it's on to Season 34! I always think it's impossible to continue to be even more excited about the next season as each year passes, butwow. ’22-'23 brings us a reimagining of a classic that I'm sure has spooked us all since childhood, a return to a BLUEBARN holiday tradition guaranteed to have us all rolling in the aisles, and a piece born out of the Public in New York that examines the foundations of ethnocentrism in our society. And that's not all. I look forward to enjoying these diverse pieces and others right along side you as we enjoy this amazing season.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, a heartfelt thank you as always to you, our patrons and donors. You are WHY and HOW we are here.

Devin Fox, Board President
SHOW SPONSORS

Bruce Reneaud & Kerry Dobson

Nancy Gilliland & Ray Kawaguchi

SEASON SPONSORS

HOLLAND foundation  Fred & Eve Simon Charitable Foundation  THE SHUBERT FOUNDATION

Anonymous Foundation  Mammel Foundation  Amy Haddad & Steve Martin

Giger Foundation

MAVEN SOCIAL

Would you or your company like to sponsor a BLUEBARN production? Contact Heather at 402.345.1576 x6 or hhoyt@bluebarn.org.
BLUE BARN THEATRE

Presents a World Premier Adaptation

The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow

by Washington Irving

October 6 - 31, 2022

Adapted by Ben Beck & Jill Anderson
Directed by Jill Anderson

This performance runs approximately 75 minutes with no intermission.

Please silence all cell phones, smart watches, and other noise-making devices.
For your safety and the safety of those around you, masks are strongly encouraged.
ENGAGE WITH US!

Bonfire + Booooo-ze
Friday, October 7 | Following the 7:30pm show
You’re invited to join the cast and creative team for a drink around the bonfire to celebrate the opening weekend of Sleepy Hollow! It will be a boOoOo-zy bash!

Afterwords: In-Process Discussions
Saturday, October 8th with Sarah Rowe, Jill Anderson, and Beck Beck
Following the 7:30pm show
Saturday, October 22nd with Jill Anderson, Ben Beck and Cast
Following the 7:30pm show
Please join in community with the cast and creatives of The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. The play’s directors, adapters, ensemble, and creative team will discuss the adventure of bringing this story to the stage.

Spinning Tales ‘round the Bonfire with Nebraska Writers Collective
Friday, October 14th | Following the 7:30pm show
Tales and cocktails around the fire on a beautiful October night? Yes, please!
Join us for a very special and spooky evening in partnership with Nebraska Writers Collective on Friday, October 14th as they present four original stories for you to enjoy. They will surely scare us with delight!

Nebraska Writers Collective Performers:
Emily Anderson, Ryan Boyland, Toni Monette, Jeevan Narney

Harvest Moon: Pre-Show Art Chats with Curator, Jared Spence
Sunday, October 16th & 23rd | Beginning at 1:30pm, before the 2pm show
As you walk through BLUEBARN’s lobby during Sleepy Hollow, you will enjoy the art show, Harvest Moon, curated by Jared Spence. Please join us for two pre-show conversations with Jared and Harvest Moon artists. Bring your questions and enjoy a festive pre-show drink!

BOO! Barn Halloween Bonfire Bash!
Saturday, October 29 | Following the 7:30pm show
It’s party time! Wear your favorite costume to the show and join us on the patio for the BOO! Barn Halloween Bonfire Bash! Help us celebrate the wonderful run of this fantastic production with the cast and creative team!

All BLUEBARN engagement events are free and open to the public.
ACCESS

BLUEBARN Theatre is committed to ensuring that our boundary-breaking theatre is accessible to everyone. We are committed to easing cost barriers for young professionals and students. We are committed to providing low-cost, last-minute opportunities for anyone to see a show. We are committed to recognizing those that give the most in service to our community.

BLUCrew - Young Patron Development Program
Anyone 35 or under is eligible. Members receive rush pricing for most Sunday and Thursday shows throughout the season with no upfront cost. Contact Sydney at sreadman@bluebarn.org to join BLUCrew.

Rush Tickets
Every unsold seat. Every show. $20. Available only at the box office, 45 minutes before curtain. If we’re not sold out, you have a new way in.

Nebraska Educators, Healthcare Workers, and Military Personnel
$5 off all tickets. All the time.

Radical Hospitality
Sometimes you need a break. It doesn’t matter why. For pay-what-you-wish tickets to any show, contact Sydney at sreadman@bluebarn.org.

Assisted Listening Devices are available at the box office for mainstage productions. BLUEBARN also utilizes Listen Everywhere, a smartphone application that allows you to stream audio directly to your own headphones and Bluetooth compatible hearing aids. See our box office staff for assistance or scan the QR code provided.

An American Sign Language interpreted performance is offered for mainstage productions on the 2nd Friday of each run, generously supported by the Nebraska Arts Council.

An Audio Description Service is provided through Outlook Nebraska upon request. Audio described performances fall on the 3rd Thursday of each run, when requested.

Sensory Kits are available at the box office and the lobby is always available as a respite from the performance environment. Sensory Kits provided by Autism Action Partnership.

To request these or additional accommodations, or for more information, please call (402) 345-1576 or email Sydney at sreadman@bluebarn.org.
ANTI-RACISM | ANTI-OppRESSION ETHOS

BLUEBARN Theatre owns that systemic racism is real, always at play, and intersects with multiple systems of oppression, and that all must be fought against wherever and however they show up - in our community, in our theater, in ourselves.

ANTI-HARASSMENT & INCLUSION
BLUEBARN Theatre is committed to fostering a culture of civility, dignity, and respect as a right and responsibility of all who walk through its doors. Employees, guest artists, volunteers and patrons are entitled to and responsible for maintaining an environment of mutual trust - free from intimidation, exploitation, harassment, and discrimination. Offensive, abusive, or unwelcome verbal or physical conduct will not be tolerated. Adhering to this standard is vital to the BLUEBARN's mission.

DIVERSE AUDIENCE PRACTICES PRINCIPLE
Hospitality has always been one of the BLUEBARN's core values. Welcoming you to this space is our great joy. You are invited to bring your full self to the experience. Audible reactions and responses are absolutely welcome. For some people this is church, for some a meditative space, for others an escape, and we invite you to respect the ways that others engage in the experience based on their individual or cultural practices. By gathering at the BLUEBARN, you have committed to a shared experience in community with others, free from etiquette shaming, microaggressions, and entitled behavior.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The BLUEBARN Theatre stands in honor of the first inhabitants and our ancestors. We acknowledge the land on which The Bluebarn stands-the unceded territory of the Umonhon ("um AHhah") and ochethi Sakoiwic, We acknowledge the painful history of genocide and forced removal from this territory. We honor the generations of stewards, and we pay our respects to the many diverse Indigenous peoples still connected to this land.

Visit native-land.ca to discover the native land on which you reside or currently find yourself.
CAST OF CHARACTERS
(in alphabetical order)

Ensemble................................................................. Abz Cameron
Ensemble................................................................. Raydell Cordell III
Ensemble................................................................. Rodger Gerberding
Ensemble................................................................. Roderick Hickman
Ensemble................................................................. Josh Peyton
Ensemble................................................................. Theresa Sindelar
Ensemble................................................................. Brandon Williams

PRODUCTION CREATIVES

Director, Asst. Writer, & Costume Design.......................... Jill Anderson
Lead Writer & Assistant Director.................................... Ben Beck
Producing Artistic Director........................................... Susan Clement
Art Director & Scenic Design........................................ Sarah Rowe
Composer & Violin...................................................... Olga Smola
Choral Director.......................................................... Mark Kurtz
Accordion...................................................................... Julia Williams
Production Manager & Props Design................................ Amy Reiner
Lighting Design........................................................... Bill Kirby
Stage Manager............................................................. Alex Konczey
Assistant Costume Designer........................................... Katherine Neary
Costumer....................................................................... Steve Morrison
Costume Coordinator.................................................... Kerri Drake
Scenic Artist.................................................................. Craig Lee
Sound Board Operator................................................... Mindy Cotner
Art Curator, Mammel Lobby........................................... Jared Spence

BLUEBARN Theatre is an Associate Member of the National New Play Network.

NNPN is an alliance of professional theatres across the country who are evolving and exploring the frontiers of the American theatre. BLUEBARN has long been Omaha’s home for professional contemporary theatre, bringing diverse perspectives, new voices, and provocative work to our community. The National New Play Network has become the most powerful, growing force in new play development, production, and promotion in the nation.

BLUEBARN is committed to seeking out collaborative relationships with other NNPN member theatres, producing and supporting the work of the most dynamic emerging voices in contemporary playwrighting, and promoting local artists on a platform with national reach.

To support New Play Development at the BLUEBARN, contact Susan at sclement@bluebarn.org. To learn more about NNPN and their programs, visit NNPN.org.
CAST BIOS

Abz Cameron - They/Them
Abz Cameron (they/them) is a queer nonbinary actor whose mission is to exemplify the human soul on and off stage. While having worked with the BLUEBARN on Walk the Night in 2016-17, this is their first time on the main stage. Abz attended the University of Nebraska at Omaha from 2018-2020 as a theatre major. While there, some of their favorite acting credits include Tilly Evans in She Kills Monsters, Rose in Dogfight, and part of the ensemble in Little Wars: a devised movement piece that toured Nebraska and was performed at the 2019 Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Besides the University, Abz has been featured in shows with the Shelterbelt, Chanticleer, Shoestring Theatre Company & Great Plains Theatre Conference. When they are not in the theater, Abz is a full time barista, a self taught visual artist, and a drag performer. They will be returning to school in August of 2022 to pursue their love of graphic design.

Raydell Cordell III - He/Him/His
Raydell is no stranger to the BLUEBARN Theater! Raydell was last seen as Sergeant Al Powell in A Very Die Hard Christmas and Jed in the world premier of Red Summer. Other BLUEBARN credits include: An Act of God, The Christians (TAG Award Best Supporting Actor), and A Behanding in Spokane. Raydell has been in numerous productions throughout the community and some of his favorite and recent shows would include: The Diary of Anne Frank at the Rose Theater, A Midsummer Night’s Dream with Nebraska Shakespeare Fall Education Tour, Stupid Fin Bird and To Kill a Mockingbird (both productions he received an OEA Award for Best Supporting Actor) at the Omaha Community Playhouse. In addition, Raydell had the privilege to travel to London and participated in workshops with the Royal Shakespeare Company. Raydell has a BA in Theatre from the University of Nebraska at Omaha and has worked for Westside Community Schools for the past fourteen years. He would like to thank everyone who has supported him: family, friends and the theatre community here in Omaha!

Rodger Gerberding
Rodger has appeared professionally in STUPID**#@! BIRD, GLORIOUS!, NOISETTES OFF!, AMADEUS, HARVEY, THE LION IN WINTER, and EMPIRE OF THE SUN (at Chanticleer, the Omaha Playhouse, the Rose, and other Omaha/regional theatres.) He frequently acted at the Goodman Theatre and elsewhere in the Chicago region; he had leading roles for the Wisconsin Shakespeare Festival, in Platteville, Wisconsin. He has appeared in a number of independent film and television projects such as CRIME STORY on NBC, THE VOYEURS on HBO, and Adam Fogerty's STATUSLY FIXEDTURED. Roger recently retired from Community Alliance of Omaha where, for eighteen years, he taught art, writing, drama, and other recovery-focused subjects.
Roderick Hickman - He/Him/His

Roderick is excited to be making his debut with BLUEBARN Theatre here in Omaha. Roderick is a recent graduate from CSU Sacramento with a B.A. in Theatre Arts along with an A.A. in Theatre and Film. Roderick has also acquired training through accredited schools and companies such as the Williamstown Theatre Festival in Massachusetts, Beverly Hills Playhouse in California and the Chekhov Studio, International. In his daily life Roderick resides in Riverside, CA where he works as an actor for stage and film projects and has recently appeared in roles such as Sebastian in The Tempest and understudied Othello in Othello for Nebraska Shakespeare 2022; Other roles include James in White Room for B Street theatre Co., Greg in Choice for Beverly Hills Playhouse, Prentice in Hunger for Williamstown Theatre Festival, Citizen Barlow in Gem of the Ocean for Celebration Arts Co. and the Father/Storyteller in Cortina Productions Bacon’s Rebellion 4D film. Roderick is honored to be a part of this years incredible season and would like to thank his family and friends for their love and support. He hopes you enjoy the show.

Josh Peyton - He/Him/His

Josh Peyton returns to the BLUEBARN stage after appearing as The Fool in last season’s production of King Lear and as Officer John McClane in A Very Die Hard Christmas. Josh has also appeared as Jack Ludwig in Dear Jack Dear Louise (OCP-Mary Peckham Award), Sam in Fully Committed (OEAA-Outstanding Actor & OCP-Fonda McGuire Award), Bob Cratchit in A Christmas Carol (OCP-Barbara Ford Award), Jason in Sweat (OCP-Mary Peckham Award), George in Of Mice and Men, and Roy in Fun Home, all at the Omaha Community Playhouse. Josh has served as the interim play and musical director at Roncalli Catholic High School and is currently a Customer Service Analyst at Mutual of Omaha. He received his Bachelor of Arts in performance theatre from Creighton University in 2009.

Theresa Sindelar - She/Her

A veteran of the local theater community, Theresa’s last Omaha theater experiences have been... almost so long ago it’s hard to remember. She was in Howie D: Back in The Day at the Rose Theater in January 2020, and most recently she was a Fate in Ollie Webb’s production of Dionysia: Three Greek Myths and Karl in A Very Die Hard Christmas here at the BLUEBARN. Theresa has been in dozens of shows in the metro area and has been honored to receive many awards for her roles. Some of her favorite shows have been Hummingbird (which was featured in the 2019 Omaha Fringe Festival), Mack and Mabel, Urinetown, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, Parallel Lives, Every Christmas Story Ever Told, and Batboy. For five summers, Theresa performed for Holland America Princess in the Denali National Park area. Theresa has toured with A Christmas Carol, done commercials and is on IMDB for her cartoon voice work. She has done some stuff. Good for her. Theresa also works at cafes, caramel factories, schools, bringing art to underserved populations, bartends, dog sits... just about anything to make that coin... Venmo: @TheresaSindelar8
Brandon Williams
This is Brandon's first show here at BLUEBARN Theatre. Previously, Brandon taught physical education for two years at Nelson Mandela Elementary School. He's been a golf instructor for 13 years, working with kids from 6 to 17 years old. Brandon's been involved with several productions, notably at the Omaha Community Playhouse: Stick Fly, A Raisin in the Sun, and Sweat. Brandon's goal is to make a career in film.

'It always seems impossible until it's done.' ~Nelson Mandela

CREATIVE BIOS

Jill Anderson - Director
Jill Anderson, an Omaha native, has had a long career in the arts working primarily as a singer, actor, director and educator. Her performance career has spanned the United States with theatre and concert appearances in venues as varied as the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C., to an abandoned train station in Omaha, Nebraska. Besides professional theatre, concert and cabaret work, Jill has acted as Artistic Director for the Joslyn Castle Literary Festival, recorded four CDs of Irish folk music, and created theatre projects for people with developmental disability. Jill has had the pleasure of performing the role of Mrs. Lovett in Sweeney Todd at Barter Theatre in Virginia and at Lawrence Arts Center in Kansas.

Ben Beck - He/Him/His - Lead Writer
Ben is an actor and playwright based in Omaha. As performer, he most recently played Nicodemus and others in The Mystery of Irma Vep at the Omaha Community Playhouse. Previous roles at the BLUEBARN include Walter in Marjorie Prime, Hannay in The 39 Steps and Reston in Frost/Nixon. Other favorite roles include Andrew in I Hate Hamlet at the Omaha Community Playhouse, Max in Bent for SNAP Productions and Booth in Assassins at the University of NE-Omaha. Ben wrote and directed Crash! Boom Pow! (OE A Award-Best Premier of a New Script) for the Shelterbelt Theatre. His play Chekhov’s Gun (TAG Award-Best One Act) was produced at the Shelterbelt Theatre and later at the Encompass Theatre in London. He has also written for the Witching Hour project, the Douglas County Historical Society and STIR productions. Ben dedicates this show to his wife, Sam, who has been there from the beginning.
Sarah Rowe - Art Directions & Scenic Design
Sarah is a multimedia artist based in Omaha. Her work is a call to action, building meaningful cross-cultural dialogues by utilizing methods of painting, illustration, sculpture, performance and Native American rituals in unconventional ways. She projects her vision of contemporary indigenous experience with an offbeat enchantment. Her imagined landscapes are bold and vibrant, containing a shape-shifting bestiary of tales both familiar and strange. Rowe is of Ponca and Lakota descent.

Olga Smola - Original Composer & Violin
Born in Krasnoyarsk (Russia), Olga Smola got her BM, MM and DMA at the Moscow State Conservatory. A versatile violinist, Olga plays solo and ensemble concerts in many different styles of music, including classical, jazz, rock, and even electronic music as a ‘violin DJ.’ Since August 2016, Smola has served as a professor of music at the University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO). In 2017 she performed as a soloist with the Omaha Symphony and in 2018 as a guest violinist for Billy McGuigan's Rock Twist. She is a co-founder and member of the UNO Maverick quartet which appears on high profile events around the state, and which is a quartet in residence at UNMC Buffett Cancer Center. In 2019 Olga Smola found herself in a new role as a music director, an actress and a violinist for the Blue Barn theater production Indecent and was awarded best music director by Omaha Entertainment and Arts Awards. For the production of Russian fairy tale Morozko for the Ollie Webb's center in Omaha, Olga served as a music director, Russian culture consultant, composer, arranger and violinist. Since 2020, she is in an official Touring Artist roster with the Nebraska Arts Council. Her solo touring credits include concerts in Monaco, Spain, Belgium, Croatia, France, England, Azerbaijan, and throughout Nebraska and the United States. In March 2022 Olga Smola took a tenure position as an Executive Director of the Crossroads Music Festival which happens in Lincoln and Omaha every year in the beginning of August and brings to the state high profile artists from all over the world. You can find more information about Olga Smola on olgasmola.com. Follow Olga Smola on Facebook @OlgaSmolaViolin and on Instagram @smola_olga

Julia Williams - Accordion
Julia Williams performs as a solo accordionist and with groups as a specialist in classical, swing musette, tango, and contemporary music. She has a B.M. in Music Performance from the University of Missouri, Kansas City Conservatory of Music, M.M. in Music Literature/Historical Musicology from the University of Colorado, Boulder, and additional graduate study in ethnomusicology from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. She has performed with the Sioux City Symphony (The Godfather and A Nightmare Before Christmas) and with the Omaha Symphony (Ratatouille). In 2018 she performed the North American premier of Neotango Concerto by Basque composer Gorka Hermosa, with Omaha Chamber Music Society musicians. Other collaborations include performances with
the University of Western Kentucky Symphony as a soloist and with the UC-San Diego graduate contemporary music program as a chamber player. Williams first cut her performance teeth while still a teenager when she was hired to play pre-show music in the lobby of the legendary Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis. Since then her theatrical experiences include productions of A Three-Penny Opera, A Doctor in Spite of Himself, The Government Inspector, and more. In 2018 she was Fraulein Kost in Lincoln’s Haymarket Theatre production of Cabaret: The Musical. In 2019 she appeared in the Ollie Webb Center production of Morozko written and directed by Jill Anderson with music by Olg Smola.

**Alex Konczey - Stage Manager**

Alex Konczey is a stage manager based here in Omaha. Having recently worked on The Giver with OCP, he is very excited to be joining the BLUEBARN for the first time! With plans to pursue stage management professionally, he is also a writer in his spare time, working on both fantasy and sci-fi novels.

**Katherine Neary - Assistant Costume Designer**

Katherine grew up underneath her mother’s sewing table, found herself working at the costume shop in college at Lawrence University, and has continued to enjoy her time around clothing and theater ever since. She managed Ralston Costume, was shop foreman at the Rose, and ran the Hot Tail Honeys Burlesque troupe. She has been both on stage and behind the scenes at the BLUEBARN since 1998.

**Craig Lee - Scenic Artist**

Mr. Lee has lived in the Midtown area of Omaha since 1985. His work has appeared on virtually every local live theatre stage since then, as well as in movies, television and in publications. He has worked with the finest designers in the area on countless shows and has painted indoor and outdoor murals all over Omaha. At his studio he has completed commissioned paintings, drawings, and production designs. He has taught scenic painting and worked with students on many university productions. He has proudly supported and collaborated with BLUEBARN Theatre for much of its existence and is extremely fortunate to call the talented, passionate professionals who work here some of his very best friends.

**Mindy Cotner - Sound Board Operator**

Mindy has been involved in Omaha-area theater since age 11, first appearing onstage as Lullaby League #2 in a production of The Wizard of Oz. After earning a BFA from the University of Nebraska at Omaha Writer’s Workshop, she came to roost in technical theater and discovered the joys of working on the “dark side.” Favorite productions in her 16 seasons with BLUEBARN include The 39 Steps, Spring Awakening, and Every Brilliant Thing. She has also worked on several productions with the Ollie Webb Center’s Art of Imagination, appearing onstage as the Banshee and Selkie Queen in Fear Liath, and running follow spot for The White Gander and Morozko.
RESIDENT CREATIVE BIOS

Susan Clement - She/Her - Producing Artistic Director

Amy Reiner - She/Her - Director of Production & Props Designer
Amy joined the BLUEBARN in 2012 as Production Manager and Properties Master. Amy went to college at the University of Nebraska Lincoln where she received a BFA in technical theatre with an emphasis on Scenic and Lighting Design. After leaving Lincoln, she spent three years freelancing in Los Angeles in the fields of film and television. Returning to her hometown of Omaha in 2000, she worked as Properties Master for 12 years at The Omaha Community Playhouse where some of her favorite shows were Violet, The Battle of Shallowford and The Farmer's Daughter.

Bill Kirby - He/Him - Technical Director & Lighting Designer
Bill joined the BLUEBARN staff as the Resident Creative and Technical Director in 2019, after working as a freelance designer for the two previous seasons. Favorite BLUEBARN productions include Venus in Fur, Wakey, Wakey, Indecent (SEA Award for Outstanding Sound Design), and Red Summer (OEA Award). Before relocating to Omaha in 2017, Bill spent 10 years as the resident sound designer and head sound engineer at Princeton University’s McCarter Theatre Center. Bill’s favorite McCarter productions include sound designing the original workshop production of Danai Gurira’s Eclipsed and serving as the production sound engineer for the world premiere of Christopher Durang’s Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike, which would go on to win the 2013 Tony Award for best play. Kirby has worked nationally and internationally, including productions at the New York Fringe Festival, LA’s Kirk Douglas Theatre, the Wuzhen Grand Theatre in China, and the Repertory Theatre of St. Louis. Bill is a graduate of the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama. Web: kibysound.live
Harvest Moon Group Art Exhibition
BLUEBARN Lobby
Curated by Jared Spence

All featured works are for sale.
100% of the proceeds go directly to the artists.

Open 10am-4pm M-F & before and after all Sleepy Hollow performances.

Featured Artists:
Travis Apel, J Barnett, Josh Brown, Marco Delgado,
Bob Donlan, Rodger Gerberding, Alex Jacobsen,
Aspen Monet Laboy, Lallaya Lalley, Brandon Mass,
Stephanie Plummer, Derek Pressnall, Christine Reilly,
Sarah Rowe, Mark Sabaliauskas, and Jared Spence

Harvest Moon is a group art exhibition curated by Jared Spence for the BLUEBARN Theatre’s production of Washington Irving’s The Legend of Sleepy Hollow.

The exhibition pulls from some of the themes of The Legend of Sleepy Hollow to illustrate a poem told through art inspired by autumn, harvest, mystery and nature.

Artist Travis Apel's sculptures woven from dried plant materials transform the space into a crisp autumn countryside sprinkled with sunflowers, butterflies and trotting horses along with eerie touches of dark & moody mystery thanks to the 13 other participating artists.
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Season Contributors
July 1, 2021 - September 10, 2022

INSTITUTIONAL GIVING

$25,000+
Anonymous Foundation
Douglas County
Holland Foundation
Shubert Foundation
The Fred and Eve Simon Charitable Foundation
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA)

$10,000-$24,999
First National Bank
Gilbert M. and Martha H. Hitchcock Foundation
Humanities Nebraska
Immanuel Communities
Kiewit Companies Foundation
Mammel Foundation
Mid-America Arts Alliance (M-AAA)
Mutual of Omaha
National Endowment for the Arts
Nebraska Arts Council (NAC)
Omaha Community Foundation
Omaha Steaks International
Peter Kiewit Foundation

$5,000-$9,999
metroMAGAZINE
Adah and Leon Millard Foundation
Valmont Industries, Inc.
Whitmore Charitable Trust

$1,000-$4,999
Bluestem Prairie Foundation
Giger Foundation
Heider Family Foundation
Highline Warren

$10-$999
AmazonSmile Foundation
PayPal Giving Fund
PayPal Omaha

INDIVIDUAL GIVING

Visionaries ($15,000+)
Bruce Reneaud and Kerry Dobson

Masterminds ($10,000-$14,999)
Anonymous
Devin Fox and Rob Block
Amy Haddad and Steve Martin
Carter and Vernie Jones

Innovators ($5,000-$9,999)
Anonymous
Jannette Davis
Sara Foxley
Rich and Fran Juro
Ray Kawaguchi and Nancy Gilliland
Annette and Paul Smith
Jim and Susan Tracy Charitable Trust

Renegades ($2,500-$4,999)
Sandi and Bill Bruns
Julie Huff
Bill Hutson
Don and Rita Otis
Laura Peet Erkes and Cory Erkes
Shannon and Mike Walenta

Rebels ($1,000-$2,499)
Jill Anderson
John Christensen and Stacie Lamb
Steve Ellefson and Chris Rix
Bill Gaus
Jeff and Danielle Gordman
Carolee Groux
Team Hesse
Mark and Caroline Hinrichs
Kim Jubenville
George Kleine and Tom Knox
Lou and Pat Lamberty
Don and Maureen Mangan
Sara McClure & Dave Steadman
James and Kathy McKain
Richard and Mary Parris
Robert and Barbara Peters
Anonymous
Kate and Roger Weitz
Jay Worden and Timothy Held
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Season Contributors
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Trailblazers ($500-$999)
Bill and Barb Anderson
Duane and Clare Baylor
Jim and Anne Carroll Charitable Fund
Howard and Gloria Kaslow
Lynn and Maria Knudson
Alan Meyer
James and Bobbie Montequin
Duncan and Rozanne Murphy
Mary Newman
Erica Sweany

Nancy Hemmingsen
Durell Kidd and Ray Hogan
Nancy Hornstein
Debra & Richard Humble
Gloria Jensen
Nakia Johnson
Julie Livingston and Dwight Johnson
Mary and Doug Johnson
Ruth Keene
Ray Wood and Mary Keitel
Steve Kenyon and Mary Stolinski
William and Maureen Kessler
Jimmy Khandalavala
Bill Kirby
Merlyn Knudson and James Davis
Susan Ann Koenig
David and Vicki Krecik
Michael Kreikemeier
Marie and Jack Kubat
Leslie A. Kuhnle
Barbara and Marshall Kushner
Dale and Toni Larsen
Sue A. Lawson
Guy and Dorothy Lawson
Lyn and Natalie Leach
Richard and Norma LeClerc
Alice Lindsay
Patricia Lontor
Mark Manhart and Bonnie Gill
Wayne and Karen Markus
Julie Mattson
Deb and John McCollister
M E McDaniel
Amy McGaha
Steve and Jeanie Miller
Steve Mohr
Sue Moskovits
William and Patricia Munro
Lynne Mytty
Karen and Larry Nelsen
Diana Nevins
Patty and Steve Nogg
William and Susan Oakes
Laura O’Brien
Robert Ottemann and Kim Kalkowski
Jerry and Elizabeth Powell
Thomas Purcell
Leslie Regan
Kathleen Rettig
Nancy Roberts
Carol and Rick Russell
Kael Sagheer
Jeffrey Schweid
Richard Scott
Myron Sikora
Michele and Peter Silberstein
Todd and Betiana Simon
Sandra Smiley
Joan Squires
Mary Eileen Stark
Gregory Swanson
Jeff and Sherry Taxman
Ann M. Van Hoff
Diane and Julie Walker
Kirk Warren
Diane Watson
Don Westling and Jo Bartikoski
Nicoie and Ted Wheeler
Lisa Wigand
George Wimmer and Ann Beckenbauer
Diane Withem
Scott Working
Deborah Wyatt
Sadi Vila and Fajardo Ximena

Groundbreakers ($100-$499)
Anonymous
Dean Arkfeld and Peggy Reinecke
Barbara Bakhit
Paul Bennett
Doug and Liz Bisson
Katie Blesener and John Royster
Rob Block
Amy and Dennis Boesen
Amy Bones
Linda Bors
Dana and Patricia Bradford
Stephen and Anne Bruckner
Leanne Carlson
Babe Cohn
Susie and Dennis Collins
Scott and Krista Daly
Jeffrey Dickinson
George and Barbara Douglas
Jim and Sherry Douglas
Peggy Dunn
Matthew Epp
Joann Falkenburg
Bob Fischbach
Terry and Mollie Foster
Marilyn Fox
Thomas Frederickson
Kristine and Jared Gerber
Charlie Gill and Beth Molloy
Bobby and Allison Grennan
Dan Gallagher and Jeff Grinnell
M. Kathryn Gross
Cynthia Hadsell
Mary Hamilton
Ellen Hargus

Michele and Peter Silberstein
Todd and Betiana Simon
Sandra Smiley
Joan Squires
Mary Eileen Stark
Gregory Swanson
Jeff and Sherry Taxman
Ann M. Van Hoff
Diane and Julie Walker
Kirk Warren
Diane Watson
Don Westling and Jo Bartikoski
Nicoie and Ted Wheeler
Lisa Wigand
George Wimmer and Ann Beckenbauer
Diane Withem
Scott Working
Deborah Wyatt
Sadi Vila and Fajardo Ximena

Radicals ($10-$99)
Tim and Phyllis Adams
Deb Ady
Lori Lynn Ahrends
Ronald Alexander
Keith Allerton and Becky Noble
Barbara Armstead
John Arnsdorff
John Ashley
Susanne Astley
Marti Baumert
Carl Beck
Gregg and Pam Beeman
Gerry Beltz
Jan Blosser
Karen Bluvas
Paul Boesing
Stephen Buhler
Jean Burggraf
BLUEBARN Theatre
Season Contributors
July 1, 2021 - September 10, 2022

Char Bush
Ashley Byars
Larry Carlson,
Maria Caskey
Kara Cavel
Kay Clark
Virginia Collins
David Corbin and Josie
-Metal-Corbin
James and Jacqueline Dahlin
David Davidson
Jeffrey Day
Tony and Claudia Deeb
Ricardo Delgado
Alisha Dingra
Dan Dixon
DipJar Donations
Marriannne Driml
Linda Duckworth
Maguerite Dunn
Pete Eckerman and Sarah
Wengert
Myrna Eslier
Benjamin Floyd
Betty Foster
James Fowler
Krista Freimuth
Linda Gjere
D. Scott Glasser
Rose Glock
Doris Goembel
Ferde and Mimi Goings
DeWayne Greim
Margaret Grennan
Haley Haas
Jeni Hamlin
Kimberly Harris
Nancy Hawekotte
Erich Hendricks
Julie Hewett
Jon Hickerson
Denise Hill
Ida Holliday
Bob Hoppe
John and Laura Iliff
Grace Janiszewski
Michaela Johnson
Todd Johnson
Nate Kaufman
Mary Kelly
Ashley Kobza
Debbie and Steve Krambeck
John Krecek
Gordon Krentz
Shane Krzycki
Gary Kudym
Patricia Leaman
Dee Leonard
Gina Leonardo
William Liebermann
Pat and Bruce Little
Tim and Mary Lorenz
Anna Maio
Alyson Maloney
Moira J. Mangiameli
Mele Mason
Stephanie McAtee
Corey McCallan
Teri McCarthy
Mark McCune
Dede McFayden-Donahue
Lauren Medici
Hope Mock
Ruth Muchemore
Joshua Mullady
Howard and Lee Needelman
Gail and Nancy Nielsen
Helen Nosov
James Ogden
Carolyn Owen Anderson
Brigid Payton
Bob Perrin
M. Michele Phillips
Westley Pierce
Cecilia Poon
Erie Potter
Jo Radant
Kori Radloff
Elizabeth and Robert Recker
Christina and Carl Rohling
Sky Rotert
Sara Rueschhoff
Donald Ruleaux
Jeanne and Pat Salerno
Lynn Sanchez
Eric Sauvage
Jonathan Scherling
Mark Schulze
Gene and Kathleen Schwarting
Betty Segel
Shelly Shannon
Robert Sharp
Jeanne Shelton
Chris Shonka
Barbara Shousha
Mark Siano
Shirley Siebler
Erika Sieff
Marty Skomal
Randi Mousel and Stephen Smith
Meghann Stewart
Jean Stillmock
Erin Stralis Larson
Sara Stratman
Joni and Jason Street
Bronson Sweet
Analisa Swierzcz
Cathy Tauer
Vickie Taylor
Sandy and Alan Thelan
Steve Hutchinsson and Susan Thomas
Mary Thomsen
Molly Toberer
Judy Torrens
Dorothy and Dean Tuma
Robert Urbinati
Quincy Valencia
Martin VanHorn
Thomas and Jennifer Vinton
Madeline Wahl
Kathleen Walenta
Chris Wayne
Tracy and John Wells
Mary Wiedman
M. Eugene Williams
Lucia Williams and William Dittrick
Stephen Williams
Ron Wilson
Dave Wingert
Raquel Winkler
Keith and Lisa Winton
Karen Wittler
Emily and Kirk Wynn
BLUEBARN Theatre
Memorials & Tributes

In memory of...
Jim Watson
Marti Baumert
Tim and Mary Lorenz
Diane Watson

In Honor of...
Devin Fox
Sandra Smiley

The BLUEBARN thrives thanks to the generous financial support of our friends and contributors.

If you would like to make a donation, contact Heather Hoyt at 402.345.1576 x 6 or hhoyt@bluebarn.org, or donate online at bluebarn.org/donate.
SEASON PRODUCERS

BLUEBARN celebrates its Season Producers for CHOICE, our 34th year of kick-ass theater!

Season Producers are patrons who have made contributions in addition to their TruBLU memberships. The donations we receive above and beyond our ticket sales and subscriptions are vital to BLUEBARN's artistic success, and to the livelihoods of the artists responsible for that success. Thank you for believing in our work and supporting professional theatre in Omaha.

Anonymous
Tim and Phyllis Adams
Ronald Alexander
Amy and Dennis Boesen
Susanne Astley
Gregg and Pam Beeman
Doug and Liz Bisson
Amy Bones
Ashley Byars
Leanne Carlson
Virginia Collins
Dan Gallagher and Jeff Grinnell
Jeffrey Day
Debbie and Steve Krambeck
Ricardo Delgado
Dan Dixon
Don Westling and Jo Bartikoski
Jim and Sherry Douglas
Linda Duckworth
Durell Kidd and Ray Hogan
Steve Ellefson and Chris Rix
Betty Foster
Krista Freimuth
Rose Glock
DeWayne Greim
M. Kathryn Gross
Guy and Dorothy Lawson
Nancy Hemmingsen
Julie Hewett
Ida HolliDay
Nancy Hornstein
Howard and Lee Needelman
Jim and Anne Carroll Charitable Fund
Michaela Johnson
Joni and Jason Street
Karen and Larry Nelsen
Katie Blesener and John Royster
Ruth Keene
Ray Wood and Mary Keitel
Steve Kenyon and Mary Stolinski
Merlyn Knudson and James Davis
David and Vicki Krecek
Marie and Jack Kubat
Barbara and Marshall Kushner
Lyn and Natalie Leach
William Liebermann
Alice Lindsay
Pat and Bruce Little
Lucia Williams and William Dittrick
Anna Maio
Mark Manhart and Bonnie Gill
Wayne and Karen Markus
Michael and Janelle Baber
Steve and Jeanelle Miller
Hope Mock
James and Bobbie Montequin
Betty Morar
Lynne Mytty
Robert Ottemann and Kim Kalkowski
Patty and Steve Nogg
Elizabeth and Robert Recker
Kathleen Rettig
Mark Schulze
Scott and Krista Daly
Chris Shonka
Randy Mousel and Stephen Smith
Steve Hutchinson and Susan Thomas
Gregory Swanson
Cathy Tause
Carol Schmid & Jerry Toll
M. Eugene Williams
Dave Wingert
Jay Worden and Timothy Held
At BLUEBARN we believe that artists should be honored for their work not only with applause but with a paycheck. We believe that every theatre artist deserves to be paid fairly for their work, and we are committed to providing payment to every actor or artist working in our theatre. To honor this commitment, BLUEBARN has established The Artists’ fund to support the creative spirits who help continue and propel the life of the BLUEBARN.

We recognize the following donors who have made contributions to The Artists’ fund, and we’d like to add your name to this list! If you would like to contribute, please email heather hoyt at hhoyt@bluebarn.org, or donate online at www.bluebarn.org.

R Elias Adams
Deb Ady
Ronald Alexander
Vicki and Steven Allely
Keith Allerton and Becky Noble
Bill and Barb Anderson
Cara Anderson
Judy Archer
Dean Arkfeld and Peggy Reinecke
Barbara Armstead
John Ashley
Tony and Susan Awender
Barbara Bakhit
Betty L. Beach
Carl Beck
Thomas and Lee Belford
Gerry Beltz
Paul Bennett
Bob Benzel and Gerry Sullivan
Sam Bertino
Doug and Liz Bisson
Big Muddy Workshop
Katie Blesener and John Roystor
Rob Block
Jan Blosser
Bluestem Prairie Foundation
Karen Bluvas
Amy and Dennis Boesen
Amy Bones
Dana and Patricia Bradford
MaryLee Brock
Christina Broekemeier
Jeanne Brown
Stephen and Anne Bruckner
Catrice Bryson
William Bucy
Jean Burggraf
Arlene Burianek
Char Bush
Larry Carlson, Leanne Carlson
Debbie Carman
Jim and Anne Carroll Charitable Fund
Jeff Carstens DDS
Maria Caskey
Pamela Chase
John Christensen and Stacie Lamb
Kay Clark
Anthony and Kim Clark-Kaczmarek
Babe Cohn
Susie and Dennis Collins
Timothy and Rachel Combs
Bruce and Marsha Congdon
David Corbin and Josie Metal-Corbin
Mindy Cotner
Tricia Cottrell
Curb Appeal Salon and Spa
Janey Dann
Mary and Kurt Davey
David Davidson
Susan and David Davies
Thatcher Davis
Philip Dawson
Jeffrey Day
Mary Deak
John and Carol Dennison
Marty and Helen Desilets
Jeffrey Dickinson
Jaclyn DiGiacomo Oltmans
DipJar Donations
Alan Dorn
Terry Doughman
Tiffany Dunagan
Peggy Dunn
Maguerite Dunn
Pete Eckerman and Sarah Wengert
Steve Ellefson and Chris Rix
Myrna Esluer
Teri Fender
Liz Fleissner
Sherry Fletcher
Benjamin Floyd
Jesse and Eileen Fonseca
Betty Foster
James Fowler
Devin Fox
Christopher and Lisa Fox
Marilyn Fox
Sara Foxley
Leslie Frederickson
Nathan Frey
Darrel Frisch
Bill Gaus
Kristine and Jared Gerber
Charlile Gill and Beth Molloy
Rose Glock
Susan Goldsmith
Jeff and Danielle Gordon
DeWayne Greim
Bobby and Allison Grennan
Margaret Grennan
Dan Gallagher and Jeff Grinnell
M. Kathryn Gross
Haley Haas
Howard and Carol Hahn
Daniel Hamann
Mary Hamilton
Jeni Hamlin
Ellen Hargus
Kimberly Harris
Michael and Leslie Harsh
John Hartigan
Nancy Hemmingsen
Team Hesse
Mark Hewett
Denise Hill
Shari Hofschire
Bob Hoppe
Andrea Howard
Jacqueline Hoyt
Julie Huff
Debra & Richard Humble
Richard A. Hunt
John and Nancy Hurley
John and Laura Iliff
Catherine Ingalls
Joanie Jacobson
Stephanie Jacobson
Lynette Anthony and Donna James
Chris Janicek
Grace Janiszewski
Gloria Jensen
Kay Johnson
Michaela Johnson
Mary and Doug Johnson
Todd Johnson
Nakia Johnson
Carter and Vernie Jones
Cheri Jones
Coulter Jones
(In honor of Vernie and Carter Jones)
Kim Jubenville
Rich and Fran Juro
Sissy Silber
Nate Kaufman
Steve Kenyon and Mary Stolinski
Mary Kerr
William and Maureen Kessler
Jimmy Khandalavala
Bill Kirby
George Kleine and Tom Knox
Mogens Knudsen
Merlyn Knudson and James Davis
Ashley Kobza
Susan Ann Koenig
Karen Krall-Murphy
Debbie and Steve Krambeck
Michael Kreikemeier
Gordon Krentz
Shane Krzycki
Marie and Jack Kubat
Leslie A. Kuhnel
Barbara and Marshall Kushner
Lou and Pat Lamberty
Andrea Lang
Kathy Larimer
Dale and Toni Larsen
Kevin Lawler
Sue A. Lawson
Patricia Leaman
Connie Lee
Gina Leonardo
Karen Levin
Alice Lindsay
Patricia Lontor
Marc Lowe
William and Constance Lowndes
Marya Luca-Thyberg
Mammel Foundation
Don and Maureen Mangan
Moira J. Mangiameli
Ross and Jill Manhart
Mark Manhart and Bonnie Gill
Karen and Michael Markey
Doug and Laura Marr
Dennis Martin
Mele Mason
Gerry and Christy McAndrew
Corey McCallan
Teri McCarthy
Deb and John McCollister
M E McDaniel
George and Carolyn McDonald
Dede McFayden-Donahue
Amy McGaha
James and Kathy McKain
Lauren Medici
R & D Nicklin Memorial Charity Fund Drive
Alan Meyer
Steve and Jeanne Miller
Steve Mohr
James and Bobbie Montequin
Sue Moskovits
Barbara Motes
Ruth Muchemore
Joshua Mullady
William and Patricia Munro
Marie Murphy
Lynne Mytty
Carrie Nath
Karen and Larry Nelsen
Megan Neville
Diana Nevins
Mary Newman
Roxanne R. Nielsen
Gail and Nancy Nielsen
Amy Niles
Helen Nosov
Thomas Obrien
Anonymous
James Ogden
Carolyn Owen Anderson
Richard and Mary Parrish
Brigid Payton
Pauline Pechnik
Gail and Mervin Peck
Grant Pedersen
Laura Peet Erkes and Cory Erkes
Bob Perrin
Peter Kiewit Foundation
Deb Peterson
M. Michele Phillips
Amber Phillipsen
Westley Pierce
Jim and Kathleen Piper
Bradley and Sara Point
Cecilia Poon
Jerry and Elizabeth Powell
Francie Prier
Thomas Purcell
Caitlin Purcell
Kori Radloff
Ruth Rath
Elizabeth and Robert Recker
Leslie Regan
Pegeen Reilly
M Jean Reiner
Bruce Reneaud and Kerry Dobson
Therese Rennels
Doug Rennels
Barbara Rennert
Robin Richards
The Fred and Eve Simon Charitable Foundation
Anne and David Rismiller
Christina and Carl Rohling
Marti Rosen-Atherton
John Rosman and Rod Carlson
Sky Rotert
Susan Rothholz
Sara Rueschhoff
Donald Ruleaux
Carol and Rick Russell
Eric Sauvage
Deborah Savadge
Tony Schik
Jeffrey Schweid
Judy Schweikart
Richard Scott
Greg Searson
Betty Segell
Margaret Semin
Theodore Sewell
Shelly Shannon
Robert Sharp
Jeanne Shelton
Chris Sheridan
Chris Shonka
Mark Siano
Myron Sikora
Michele and Peter Silberstein
Ronda Simpson
Marty Skomal
Sandra Smiley
Annette and Paul Smith
Laurie Smith Camp
Susie and Stuart Smoler
Brent Spencer and Jonis Agee
John and Sandy Spessard
Joan Squires
Mary Eileen Stark
Meghann Stewart
Jean Stillmock
Kristine Stirm
Erin Strasil Larson
Sara Strattan
Heider Family Foundation
Erica Sweany
Bronson Sweet
Tony and Christine Swerczek
Analisa Swerczek
Jeff and Sherry Taxman
Steve Hutchinson and Susan Thomas
Matthew Thompson
Suzanne Titus
Molly Toberer
Judy Torrens
Jim and Susan Tracy
Dorothy and Dean Tuma
Kent and Linda Tyler
Jenny Pullen and Karol Ulmer
Robert Urbinati
Quincy Valencia

The Vallier Family
Bill Van Deest and Carol Wisner
Scott Van Den Top
Ann M. Van Hoff
Gail and Irv Veitzer
Thomas and Jennifer Vinton
Christopher Violett
Judd and Pat Wagner
Madeline Wahl
Shannon and Mike Walenta
Kathleen Walenta
Diane and Julie Walker
Hughston Walkinshaw
Paula Wallace
Diane Watson
Tom and Sue Weidner
Weitz Family Foundation
Kate and Roger Weitz
Janet West
Don Westling and Jo Bartikoski
Mary Wiedman
Tammy and John Williams
M. Eugene Williams
Nancy Williams
Lucia Williams and William Dittrick
Stephen Williams
George Wimmer and Ann Beckenhauer
Dave Wingert
Keith and Lisa Winton
Jackee Wise
Diane Withem
Casey Wood
Jay Worden and Timothy Held
Scott Working
Aaron Wrigley
Deborah Wyatt
Patrick Wyman
Robert Yazowski
Charlotte Young
Damian Zuerlein
Amy and Tim Zweiback

Follow Us
Facebook.com/BLUEBARN/
@bluebarntheatre_omaha
@bluebarntheatre
Thank You!

Lara Marsh, Brett Bernardini, and the Nebraska Shakespeare Festival
The Dehner Company, Inc.
Jean McIntosh
Brandon Mass
Daniel Toberer

Al Marcault
Kim Meeks
Chris Kemp
UNO Theatre Department
UNL Theatre Department
Omaha Community Playhouse
Ellen Sartore and Nebraska Wesleyan University

BLUEBARN Staff

Susan Clement
Producing Artistic Director

Erika Sieff
Managing Director

Amy Reiner
Director of Production & Prop Master

Heather Hoyt
Development Director

Bill Kirby
Resident Creative & Technical Director

Sydney Readman
Front of House / Box Office Manager

Marti Baumert
Bookkeeper

Board

Devin J. Fox, MD, President
Robert Peters, Treasurer
Kasey Hesse, Secretary
Ethan Bondelid
Jannette J. Davis
Sara Foxley
Sara McClure
Jim McKain
Laura Peet Erkes
Michael Walenta
Susan Clement (ex-officio)
BLUE BARN
SEASON 34: CHOICE

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
by Washington Irving
October 6 – October 31, 2022

EVERY CHRISTMAS STORY EVER TOLD
(AND THEN SOME)
by Michael Carleton, Jim FitzGerald, and John K. Alvarez
November 25 – December 18, 2022

What the Constitution Means to Me
by Heidi Schreck
February 2 – February 26, 2023

THE CHINESE LADY
by Lloyd Suh
March 30 – April 23, 2023

DANCE NATION
by Clare Barron
May 25 – June 25, 2023

CHOOSE LIVE THEATRE
BLUEBARN.ORG
402-345-1576
1106 S. 10TH ST, OMAHA NE
WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

The Nebraska Writers Collective helps thousands of people throughout the Midwest answer that question every year. In schools, prisons, and your community, our creative writing and poetry workshops amplify diverse voices in brave spaces. They also provide paying work opportunities that help sustain and retain our most talented writers and poets right here in Nebraska.

NEWriters.org

PROUD TO SUPPORT BLUEBARN!

Best of Luck to all the performers!

Great Pay and Benefits Package!
Apply online at: highlinewarren.com/job-openings/

When you're downtown... Try the RICHEST Around!

Ted & Wally's

ICE CREAM

OLD MARKET
1120 Jackson St
(402) 341-5827

BENSON
6023 Maple St
(402) 551-4420

OMAHA, NE • EST 1986

@tedandwallys
Local Business & Community News
We got you covered.

**Midlands Business Journal**
$7/month

A full year of MBJ delivered either digitally, in print or both (52 issues)

**Insider news for the Omaha metro area including the counties of:**
Douglas, Sarpy, Pottawattamie & Lancaster via mbj.com

Unlimited access on any device

**Bonus publications including:**
Corporate Giving Guide & Event Book, 101 Things to LOVE about the Omaha metro, metroMAGAZINE, 40 Under 40, Book of Lists plus more!

Discounted tickets to MBJ & metroMAGAZINE signature events and more!

Subscribe to the MBJ
mbj.com/subscribe
Welcome to
THE OVERLOOK
- An Immersive Shining Experience -
Hosted by Brian J. Corey
OCT. 22, 2022 - 6PM
BENSON THEATRE
6054 Maple St

MASQUERADE AND COSTUME BALL
GHOST STORY OPEN MIC
IMMERSIVE FILM SCREENING

COME AND PLAY WITH US

BENSON THEATRE
NECRONUMICAST
The 2602 Arts
Love what’s next.

At Immanuel Communities, you’ll find more smiles shared between family and friends. More services and amenities to make each day incredible. Enjoy life the way you’ve imagined in retirement, and we’ll take care of the rest.

Schedule a visit today at Immanuel.com

Serving the Omaha Area
Signature Communities: Lakeside & Pacific Springs
Arboretum Village, Immanuel Village, Trinity Village

Affiliated with the Nebraska Synod, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
OMAHA'S ONLY CIDER BAR

CIDERS, BEER, WINE, COCKTAILS, MOCKTAILS, SMALL BITES & SHARABLE PLATES

CHECK OUT OUR MENU

1012 N 10TH STREET
Just a few doors north of Blue Barn Theatre